Roller Shutter Doors

The roller shutter is one of the most versatile garage door systems on the market today. The lack of internal tracking mechanism maximises the available space inside the garage. The vertical opening action means the door can be opened or closed when the vehicle is parked tight against roller door, both outside or inside the garage.

Roller shutter garage doors are available as insulated double skinned aluminium and non-insulated single skin steel with the option of manual or remote control electric operation. We also supply roller shutter doors for commercial and industrial use as well as security shutters for doors and windows.

- Roller doors are suitable for all types of openings and available in almost any size and any application
- Particularly suitable where internal or drive space is limited
- All roller doors are purpose made to exact size
- Wide range of colours including beautiful woodgrain laminate finishes
- Varying roller shutter doors available for domestic, commercial and industrial applications
- For those needing the very highest security specification, an insulated roller garage door is now available that has been tested and approved to official UK Police & Insurance standards. We also supply steel roller doors with the same security certification for large openings and door and window security
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Sectional Doors

Sectional garage doors have become one of the most popular and practical choices for a safe, very secure and easy to use versatile garage door system. Opening and closing in individual panel sections, operating vertically without any swing out from the structural opening and tracking mechanism at all. Because of this operation almost any shape of garage opening can be installed to, i.e. arched, angled corners, etc.

The doors make full use of the space in front of or behind your garage opening as they all open vertically. This mechanism is ideal for shorter driveways, garages next to pathways and internal space problems with higher 4 x 4 and taller vehicles. We also supply commercial specification doors for high use or very large openings.

![Designer door for contemporary homes](image)
![Façade sectional doors for ultimate design](image)
![Easyfit DIY sectional door pre-assembled](image)
![Superb value from the Hormann LTE range](image)

![Range of woodgrain finish doors](image)
![Timber sectional doors in almost any design](image)
![Insulation properties from 42mm Panels](image)
![Pedestrian door built into main garage door](image)

- Fabulous choice of designs from traditional to highly contemporary to suit absolutely any house or home. Fully glazed options.
- Panels are manufactured from a range of materials including Hemlock, Oak, Cedar and Pine; coated steel in various finishes, GRP and aluminium
- Sizes from 2 metres to 7 metres wide standard or purpose made with larger sizes in commercial specification
- Can give full drive through height ideal for 4 x 4 vehicles
- Wicket doors options on certain models and sizes for easy access.
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Up & Over Doors

The economical up & over garage doors are still by far the most common widely used type of garage door with the two options of retractable or canopy mechanism. The retractable garage door has horizontal tracks that extend back into the garage with tension springs are on the frame legs. This type of door is suitable for both electric and manual operation.

The canopy garage door has vertical tracks on the frame legs, a torsion spring along the frame head, and is attached to the door by cables which wind up on drums or cones. The canopy type garage door is suitable generally for manual operation although in some instances can have an electric operator fitted with an accessory called a bow arm converter.

- Purpose made sizes available in a wide range of designs.
- Manufactured in a choice of timber, GRP, UPVC and steel.
- Glazing options for many designs in all materials
- Wicket doors options on certain models and sizes
- Range of powder coated strong steel fixing frames
- Many enhancements offered including glazing panels, hardware to imitate traditional side hinged doors and a superb array of handles.

Garador, Hormann, Novoferm, Wessex and Woodrite

Hormann Tudor  Hormann Vertical  Cotswold Burford
Garador Vertical Ribbed  Hormann Horizontal  Cotswold Enstone
Hormann Chesterfield  Hormann Georgian  Cotswold Charlbury
Hormann Caxton  Hormann Marquess  Cotswold Armscote
Hormann Leicester  Garador Salisbury  Cotswold Stow
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Side Hinged Doors

Practical and versatile the side hinged garage door offers a solution to so many problems that prevent the installation of any other type of door. An opening outwards side hinged door will not be impeded by consumer units, gas meters or soil pipes housed in the garage.

The 2/3rd 1/3rd split opening doors are especially useful in situations where the garage is not being used for a vehicle and frequent access is required. Perhaps the garage is used as a large storeroom for bikes, toys, etc. and very often freezers or laundry facilities as well as workshop, gym or general room.

Using timber you can totally individualise your garage doors as well as choose from a wide range of traditional standard designs. You can have them manufactured to your own design from a choice of hardwoods with either a modern or traditional feel according to the surroundings and your personal preference. There is a wide range of beautifully crafted furniture, again in traditional or contemporary style. The steel and GRP ranges are slightly more limited in design but still have purpose made sizes and window options available. Panelled designs are common in steel and considerably less money than timber equivalents.

- Traditional and modern style doors in steel, timber, GRP and aluminium
- Double skinned aluminium insulated doors options
- Large choice of hardware options
- Steel sub frame systems available on all doors for easy installation
- New high security locking systems available
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Specialist Doors

What normally determines the need for a specialist garage door? A desire for a particular style? Planning restrictions? A very large garage with an opening that is far from standard sized? An oddly shaped opening? Whatever the reason The Garage Door Centre can genuinely provide suggestions and solutions for every type of property.

Perhaps your home is shouting out for a stylish designer sectional door with stainless elements and matching front entrance doors. Unusual glazing options or maybe you are looking for timber garage doors in bespoke designs. Look at the incredibly impressive Rundum Meir doors. They specialise in round the corner and overhead sectional doors manufactured from a range of durable hardwoods including exotic Iroko, European Oak and sustainable Sapele that closely resembles mahogany. You can design your own panels or choose from their impressive style selector. You might be searching for opulence and uniqueness - view the fabulously elegant Silvelox range, Italian designed and manufactured to the highest standards.

Specialist doors are not just about visual appearances. Performance may be a factor. Or perhaps the garage openings are unusually large or high. Maybe a high level of security is needed.

The Garage Door Centre specialises in all these unique garage doors and has a portfolio stretching back over 25 years of non-standard installations. We have the experience, the expertise and in-depth product knowledge to carry out unique projects right from concept through to installation.
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Carports and Terrace Covers

Included in the range of accessories offered by The Garage Door Centre are superior quality dual purpose Carports and Terrace Covers. We have been extremely selective in our choice of the products we are prepared to supply and install as we will not compromise quality.

The quality of the components is far higher than any other product on the market and truly offers a very practical and attractive covered area for use almost anywhere around the home and garden.

Rainwater guttering is standard in all the models we supply, external or integrated into the front profile. The rainwater can be directed onto the existing ground surface, into a soakaway or a very popular method is directly into one or more water butts for use in the garden, etc.

We offer two models:

The Piazza Patio Roof
This is a quality product with superb aesthetic appeal.

- Robust extruded aluminum frame
- Choice of quality powdercoated finishes to suit your environment
- Durable polycarbonate roof or 10mm glass
- Offers permanent protection from the elements
- Can be enhanced with lighting and heating
- Fabulous ‘zipped’ automated front screens to provide privacy and protection from wind/sun
- Widths from 2500mm to 7000mm, in a single system
- Projections from 2000mm to 3000mm

The Homestyle Traditional
A fabulous product offering excellent value for money.

- Extruded aluminium frame providing some flexibility in its application and installation
- Choice of bronze, opaque or clear polycarbonate roof
- External guttering which can be diverted to a water butt
- Flexible positioning of legs
- Lengths from 2500mm to 14000mm in a single system
- Projections from 1500mm to 4000mm
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Awnings and Canopies

Undoubtedly The Garage Door Centre offer the highest calibre and most stunning range of retractable awnings currently available on the market today.

If you have a requirement for a retractable awning, let us know how you envisage its usage and we will guide you to the right product in a domestic or commercial application.

If you prefer the appeal of a fabric awning over a terrace cover to extend your patio season, we have a range of fabulous systems from several suppliers offering framework from aluminium, power-coated in a range of colours, to attractive timber, which allow the fabric awning to retract out using horizontal guides. This added stability increases the wind class of the awning. Awnings fabrics have a very high water resistant quality but if you would like to be shower proof on your patio we can offer a system with a water proof cover. Please ask us about a Markilux Pergola, or a Pattiola or Arbor system. If you have ideas on a grand scale, please ask us to introduce you to our Med Elite shading system, a truly remarkable wooden structure, attached to your building or free standing, with a completely retractable, waterproof fabric roof, integral guttering and completely zipped side screens to protect you from the elements and offer privacy.

Whatever your shading requirement is - however you would like to use your patio we can advise you on the right product. If you want to extend your outdoor season you can opt for offer sun/wind/shower protection.

The main product manufacturers that we supply and install for include Markilux the undisputed leader in the market offer a whole range of awnings up to almost 14m width. The product range is so versatile - the Markilux 6000 is the height of luxury and together with its Shade Plus drop down valance can enclose the patio on one side to make a garden room, for shade and privacy, then fully retract for the winter until next year. The range of lighting and heating options really extend the use of the patio. Markilux have the most stylish and far and way best value for money awning in their 990 which is fully cassette up to 5m width and 3m projection.

We also are a stockist for Weinor who are a well respected quality German engineered awnings offering a multitude of cassette colours.

If you need an awning in a hurry - we have a fabulous (although limited range) from SWS Lakeland that we can supply in just 2 weeks.
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Glass Rooms

The stunning aesthetics that can be achieved with the stylish array of finishes puts glass rooms in a class of their own. People are moving away from the traditional conservatory designs to aspire to their own individuality with contemporary products.

Weinor is the market leader in the UK for this quality product. The Weinor Glass Room provides the most contemporary and stylish design aesthetic. Robust aluminium frame in a wide selection of colours, 10mm toughened single glazed glass roof. The sides and front of the glass room can be configured in a number of variations, one or two static side or both sliding to retract back to one pane's width. The front can slide in one direction back to one pane's width (up to 6.6m) or can bi-part. With retracting glass and inset legs at the front it is possible to achieve a glass garden room that opens up to give unobstructed access from the house to the garden in fine weather.

There are many layouts, configurations and finishes of the structure to suit your home. The Glass Room can be enhanced with stylish lighting bars in the roof and the Weinor Sottezza awning that sits fully flush under the glass roof and retracts into it’s cassette when not required. Similar flush cassetted blinds can be used at the sides and front for shade and privacy.

This beautiful addition to your home does not require foundations and is installed directly onto your existing deck or patio area. Samson provide a professional consultation service to help you achieve your design and together with Weinor produce accurate computer generation specification to realise your ambition of a luxury glass room. We provide an extensive laser level survey to ensure a smooth installation.

The Weinor Glass Room really is the best of a covered enclosed patio for use in inclement weather and a shaded terrace cover giving open access to your garden in fair weather.

Enjoy your garden all year round

- Transparency all the way round. This guarantees unobstructed panoramic view in widescreen in nice weather
- All year weather protection
- Anti-glare UV Screen
- Optional roof vents or sliding skylight for ventilation
- Side screens or valances for additional temperature control and privacy
- Sliding, folding, parallel tilt, fixed glazing or revolving glass doors
- Light bars and infrared heating system available
- Durable maintenance free structure, manufactured from extruded aluminium
- Multiple colour options for framework / contrasting tinted roof panels
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Front Entrance Doors

The Garage Door Centre is pleased to be a specialist dealer for the new Hormann Top Comfort and Top Prestige front entrance door range - a range of the very highest quality aluminium insulated front entrance doors with unique features and very high levels of security. Each door is tailor made to your required size, colour and specification including handles, glazing and access control.

The ThermoPro range is also a specific range of high quality entrance doors for the UK manufactured from steel with high levels of insulation and security.

Many of the entrance doors have been designed specifically around the very latest range of sectional garage doors and certain up and over doors from Hormann to give a co-ordinated appearance in finish and design, ideal when your garage door is on the same elevation as your front door.

We also supply the Silvelox range of timber entrance doors again with the highest levels of security and insulation.

Whether your property is traditional, conventional or contemporary The Garage Door Centre will provide the perfect combination of doors in materials and finishes to suit your home.

- Some of the highest levels of insulation for any entrance door systems
- Standard models or design your door down to the very last detail
- "Secured by design" specifications on many thermopro models
- Double or triple glazed options for side elements and top transoms
- Many door designs have matching or complimentary garage door designs

TOP Range - Aluminium Entrance Doors.
The New Benchmark for a Top Quality Door.

Aluminium TOP range door with side lights

Woodgrain finished Aluminium door with design side lights

ThermoPro Range - Steel Entrance Doors.
Excellent Level of Insulation and Security as Standard.

TPS 900 glazed entrance door with optional glazed side lights

TPS 700 triple glazed steel insulated entrance door

TPS 40 aluminium door in anthracite finish
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Door & Gate Operators

The Garage Door Centre supplies and installs electric operators for all types of garage doors and only uses top branded products as we feel the installation should only be carried out once and then operate perfectly every time.

There are a lot of cheap, noisy non-European, non-compliant electric operators available in the U.K. through various sources but buyers should be very aware of what you may be purchasing as it may well be illegal or dangerous especially if incorrectly specified for the garage door type. The electric operator should ideally be tested and certified to operate with the garage door it is fitting to.

The Garage Door Centre can offer a whole range of different electric operators for steel, GRP and timber side hinged garage doors and there are 2 main types used. One utilises the standard boom type operator used for all other types of doors along with a conversion kit and the other type uses electromechanical or hydraulic piston driven units very similar to the type used for electric swing gates.

The benefits are obvious - convenience, security and safety, all now available in many excellent state of the art electric operators produced by many manufacturers.

- Remotely open and close door from the comfort of your car
-Courtesy light automatically illuminates on operation
-Range of hand held and affixed security opening mechanisms
-Can be fitted to new or existing doors or gates in most cases
-Extra security options available including fingerprint recognition
-Virtually silent operation from 24v motor technology
-Integration with Homelink and other home automation control systems and products

NO POWER? NO PROBLEM!
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Automatic Gates and Access/Parking Control Systems

Sliding Gates, Swing Gates & Remote Control Access Systems
A sister company of The Garage Door Centre, AGD Systems offers a comprehensive design, manufacture and installation service covering all types of residential & commercial automated gate systems, specialist garage doors, rising bollards, traffic control barriers as well as electronic access control solutions. Sliding gates and swing gates in steel, aluminium, upvc and timber are supplied in almost any size or style required.

Barriers
Our automatic barriers are designed to offer long term reliability, efficient operation and durability. They can be programmed to suit any requirements and integrated with a range of access control options.

Bollards
Whether your application is residential or commercial our range of Electro-Mechanical automatic rising bollards come with a variety of options and are commonly installed along with swing gates and/or barriers to provide a secure and highly visible deterrent.

Industrial gates
Whether your requirement is for swing or sliding gates, we offer a bespoke service from design to manufacture where we can supply a custom built gate to match existing fencing and surroundings ensuring that the finished product is exactly what is required.

Steel Architectural Gates
Whether you choose a swing or sliding gate, our steel gate designs range from the classic, elegant appeal of wrought iron gates to contemporary commissioned designs. Delivering minimal maintenance, maximum impact and added security and convenience.

Timber Gates
Bespoke, hand crafted gates for those who value quality, sustainability and craftsmanship, our timber gates are tried and tested over decades. We offer styles to suit many applications; we can provide swing or sliding gates for privacy, security or to complement your home and garden.

For further details of automatic gate systems, automating your existing manual gates or to arrange a service please contact:

AGD SYSTEMS

Telephone 01933 229123
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The Garage Door Centre

Est. 1986

The leading supplier and installer of garage doors, operators, remote controlled gate systems and awnings in the UK.

- 25 years of supplying standard and specialised doors
- Professional survey and technical advice, service and support
- Reliable installation service with directly employed trained engineers
- Full repair and maintenance service

Spacious showrooms

Spacious showrooms where customers are welcome to browse, operate working doors and see the wide range of materials and colours available. Visitors to the showroom are invited to browse at their leisure with experienced consultant staff on hand to provide information and guidance as required.

The Garage Door Centre head office, conveniently situated in the central location of Wellingborough, home to the longest established showroom in the UK. The impressive display includes a wide variety of working garage doors, you will also see a wide range of automatic gates, awnings, grilles, shutters and industrial door systems.

The Warwick branch has the most up to date garage door display in the UK. A truly fabulous array of garage doors are displayed, many working models with remote control operation. See the latest doors in working operation – the fabulous Gerlock, the innovative Vehlo, the latest Hormann doors and the ultimate in garage doors the superb Svelox.

How to contact us:

Telephone any branch • Email • Fax • Visit our showroom or let us visit your site for professional advice and price.

BEDFORDSHIRE SALES OFFICE
Unit 17, Blackmoor Business Park
New Road, Maulden
Bedfordshire MK45 2BG
Tel: 01525 402 291 Fax: 01525 409 591

HEAD OFFICE & MAIN SHOWROOM
6-8 Meadow Close
Finedon Road, Wellingborough
Northants NN8 4BH
Tel: 01933 220 135 Fax: 01933 442 676

WARWICKSHIRE SHOWROOM
Rigby Close
Heathcote Industrial Estate
Warwick CV34 6TH
Tel: 01926 332 000 Fax: 01926 332 700

call us now on freephone 0800 525 442
or email: sales@thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
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